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1 About IM-Common Master 

1.1 IM-Common Master 

1.1.1 Purpose 
By integrating Company/Organization, Customer, User, and other master data, maintenance load of intramart user 

master data is reduced, and the environment to integrally build overall intramart system is provided. 
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1.1.2 Scope and Requirements of Integration 
IM-Common Master has been designed and implemented to meet various requirements.   

They are shown in [Table 1-1 Scope and Requirements of Integration]. 

Table 1-1 Scope and Requirement of Integration 

No. Requirements Method 
1 Departments or public groups under the specified layer 

can be handled as a group.  (example: Search all 
employees under some department) 

Implemented as inclusive type data 
structure 

2 Can display data and extract customer list only for your 
own company depending on screen types. 

Classify departments by [Class], [Class 
Detail], and [Class] tables. Or clearly 
separate your company and customers by 
using corporate and customer tables. 

3 Can set each party's viewablew scope in environment 
where many customers are mixed. 

Use [Class], [Class Detail], and [Class] 
tables for the purpose. 

4 In environment where many customers are mixed, 
customer list can be extracted for each sales channel. 

Use [Class], [Class Detail], and [Class] 
tables for the purpose. 

5 Version control of layer structure for company ot public 
group can be made. 

Set the term for department set and public 
group set for the purpose. 

6 Previous information can be retained even if user name or 
department name is changed. Or, information for the 
planned change can be registered in advance. 

Use the term table for the taget table. 

7 Display name of the department name can be changed by 
languages. 

Use internationalized information for each 
language of target table. 

8 Information of [Item] (like its name) can be changed by 
term or language. 

Use tables that have the term and are 
internationalized for [Item]. 

9 Can search goods from many different viewpoints. Tree-structured category is created for the 
purpose. 

10 Company or user is classified as desired, and user's or 
company's information is handled using these classes. 

Define classes as desired using user class 
or department class tables, and classify 
users or departments. 

11 Concept of department structure can be changed by 
business. Department sturucture can be flexibly handled 
by business areas. 

Multiple department sets in the same 
company can be set for the purpose. 

12 Seniority relationship of post can be judged by 
application. 

Rank is set to company posts, and indicates 
seniority. 

13 Assign attribute such as a staff to members in public 
group and manage public group members. 

Define roles in public group using Role 
Table for the purpose. 

14 Company information can be managed as a bigger group, 
and utilized for controlling information and managing 
authority. 

Company group can be defined by tables 
related to company group.  Company 
information is related to company group 
and is managed for the purpose. 

15 Customer enterprises and departments can be handled as 
Corporate or Corporate Group. 

Define Corporate using corporate related 
tables, and relate customers to corporate for 
the purpose. 

16 Various information that belong to company or 
department can be limited for viewing by other 
companies. 

Set authorization setting for each company, 
and do the access limitation for the 
purpose. 
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1.1.3 Data Structure 
IM-Common Master is made up of various tables.  Summary of relationship among these tables is shown in 

[Figure  1-1 Data Structure (Overall)]. 
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Figure  1-1 Data Structure (Overall) 
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1.1.3.1 Outline of Entity 

Basic design elements of IM-Common Master include support of Term Setting and Internationalization.  In order 

to meet such requirements as "need to output old reports" or "need to register new organization information in 

advance" by setting the term, it is necessary to do term management of information.  Moreover, by retaining the 

internationalization informtaion, the requirement such as "need to display department name in the language used by 

the log-in user" can be met. 

 

In the conventional application common masters, multiple tables were defined and used to meet each different 

requirement. However, in the IM-Common Master one table contains similar information. 

 

Structure of IM-Common Master Entity is conceptually classified into 5 major types. 

1.1.3.1.1 Base Structure 

Base structure represents such master information as user or department which is meaningful by itself.  Base 

structure has the following 4 types depending on the support contents of term setting and internationalization. 

 

 Term Setting Internationalization Structure 

 Internationalization Structure 

 Term Setting Structure 

 Non Term Setting Internationalization Structure 

 

Characteristics of each structure is described below. 

1.1.3.1.1.1 Term Setting Internationalization Structure 

This structure supports term setting and internationalization.  Specifically, it is designed according to the 

following rules. 

 It has a Locale ID which shows language (PK) 

 It has a group of business keys which show the single logical data (PK) 

 It has term code which shows term (PK).  Term code represents a term from the specific start date to the 

end date (Start date and end date are retained in the same table too). 

 It has a delete key and a sort key.  It is a mandatory item, but it is not term set or internationalized (All 

records in the same business key have the same value). 

 It has a creator and creation date. 

 It has a final update person and final update date. 

Number of records necessary to represent one logical entity is  (number of internationalizations) x (number of 

term settings). 
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Figure 1-2 Term Setting Internationalization Structure 

1.1.3.1.1.2 Internationalization Structure 

Entity which does not require term control and includes internationalization information is designed as below. 

 It has a Locale IDwhich shows language (PK). 

 It has a group of business keys which show the single logical data (PK). 

 It has a delete key and a sort key.  It is a mandatory item, but it is not internationalized (All records in the 

same business key have the same value). 

 It has a final update person and final update date. 

Number of records necessary to represent one logical entity is the number of internationalizations. 

 

 

Figure 1-3 Internationalization Structure 

1.1.3.1.1.3 Term Setting Structure 

In contrast with internationalization structure the table which represents entity that is not internationalized is 

designed as follows. 

 It has a group of business keys which show the single logical data (PK). 

 It has a term code which shows term (PK).  Term code represents a term from the specific start date to the 

end date (Start date and end date are retained in the same table too). 

 It has a delete key and a sort key.  It is a mandatory item, but it is not term-set (All records in the same 

business key have the same value). 
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 It has a creator and creation date. 

 It has a final update person and final update date. 

 

Number of records necessary to represent one logical entity is the number of term settings. 

 

 

Figure 1-4 Term Setting Structure 

1.1.3.1.1.4 Non Term Setting Internationalization Structure 

Table that represents entity which does not support term setting nor internationalization is designed as follows. 

 It has a group of business keys which show the single logical data (PK). 

 It has a delete flag and a sort key.  It is mandatory. 

 It has a final update person and final update date. 

One record represents one logical entity. 

 

 

Figure 1-5 Non Term Setting Internationalization Structure 
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1.1.3.1.1.5 Handling of Term 

Please be aware of the following limitations about handling the term. 

 Definition of the term of base structure should cover all terms between system start date and end date.  

System start date and end date are managed by system, and can be obtained using the pertinent API.  Base 

structure for which the term is set always requires the data for all the terms from system start date to end 

date. Moreover, terms must be continuous with no overlap and no gap. 

 For the adjacent terms the same value is physically retained for the end date of former term and start date of 

latter term. 

 Delete flag is defined to invalidate information for the particular term.  It will allow particular term to be 

handled as logically deleted status (Refer to Figure 1-6 Example of Term Information) 

 

 

Figure 1-6 Example of Term Information 

 

 If you create a new logical entity with no particular term specified, the entity will be created with a term 

from system start date to system end date. 

 Since the information that supports term setting includes information for the entire term, existing term can 

be split into new terms by arbitrary dates and used as new terms in case new term is created. Data 

immediately after the split will contain exactly the same information as the original information except for 

the term (code, start date, and end date). 

 

 

図 1-7 期間の分割 

 

 When you change the start/end date of a term, you should also make the adjacent terms longer or shorter so 

that there is no overlap or gap of data in adjacent terms. 

 

By using the API provided by IM-Common Master, checking for above conditions or handling of following data is 

automatically performed. You need to use the API especially when you add, update, or delete IM-Common Master 

information. 

 Maintain consistency about items that do not depend on term setting or internationalization ___ such as a 

sort key or delete flag 

 Maintain consistency when the new language is added/deleted for internationalization 
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 Automatically adjust adjacent terms if the term of a logical entity has been changed. If the term is expanded 

beyond the adjacent term, adjacent term should be deleted. 

 Automatically fill the gap of term if the term including system start date or end date is reduced. 

1.1.3.1.2 Inclusive Structure 

 

 

Figure 1-8 Inclusive Structure 

 

This is a group of information which records the relationship of recursively layered information such as 

organization structure. In case term setting is done, structure information for each term is managed (Figure 1-9 

Term Setting of Inclusive Structure).  Term setting of inclusive information is to be managed for each top node of 

the layer (it is usually called a Set, and there exists a table for it), and subordinate tree structure information is 

managed for each term. 

 

 

Figure 1-9 Term Setting of Inclusive Structure 
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In order to retain the layer structure Inclusive Structure Entity retains all the relationships among the elements of 

layers together with the layer distance information. (refer to Figure 1-10 Image of Inclusive Relation Record). 

 

 

Figure 1-10 Image of Inclusive Relation Record 

 

Inclusive structure only manages layer structure, and is basically independent from the actual information of the 

layered entity.  For example, if it is the information of company department, department information exists 

independent of the inclusive structure, and its term is managed independently by the department.  On the other 

hand, information about department structure is managed by inclusive structure independently from the department. 

Other than that, it is the same as the base structure. 

 

Following tables in IM-Common Master are in this category.  

 Department Inclusive 

 Public Group Inclusive 

 Item Category Inclusive 

 Corporate Group Inclusive 

 Company Group Inclusive 
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1.1.3.1.3 Belonging Structure 

 

Figure 1-11 Belonging Structure 

 

It represents belonging relationship from entity of a base structure to entity of another base structure. Unlike the 

inclusive structure which has the recursive structure, it has n : m relationship. 

Other than that, it is the same as base structure. 

 

Following tables are in this category. 

 Department Belonging 

 Public Group Belonging 

 Item Category Belonging 

 Corporate Belonging 

 Compnay Group Belonging 

 Corporate Group Belonging 

1.1.3.1.4 Term Attribute 

 

Figure 1-12 Term Attribute (left part in the figure) 
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It is an attribute information assigned to a particular term. This entity itself does not retain the term information, 

and refers to the term information of another entity. 

For example, department belonging information is term set, and retains the term the user belongs to the department 

by term setting.  Ussr's post shows that the user is at its post for the term defined by belonging information by 

defining the department belonging post information. 

 

 

Figure 1-13 Example of Department Belonging 

 

Following tables are in this category. 

 Post Belonging 

 Role Belonging 

 Several Types of Classes Belonging 

1.1.3.1.5 Class Structure 

This is an information structure to classify a particular entity as desired.  The class itself will not be term 

controlled, and it depends on the term of the entity which is being classified. 

 

Following tables are in this category. 

 User Class, User Class Item, User Class Belonging 

 Department Class, Department Class Item, Department Class Belonging 

 Public Group Class, Public Group Class Item, Public Group Class Belonging 

 Item Class, Item Class Item, Item Class Belonging 

 Corporate Class, Corporate Class Item, Corporate Class Belonging 

 Customer Class, Cistomer Class Item, Customer Class Belonging 
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1.1.4 Multiple Companies Support 

1.1.4.1 Summary of Multiple Companies Support 

Multiple companies support is a function to manage the following status. 

 Manage companies that can be referred to for each actor 

 Manage companies that can be edited for each actor 

 

In either case information is screened by company (it is not filtered by department information). 

Please be aware that this does not mean that the user can refer to only the company the user belongs to. 

1.1.4.2 Actor 

There are 3 actor types. 

 IM Common Master Administrator 

 This user has the resource to edit all companies. 

 Create, Change, and Delete of company can be made. 

 Administration right and Reference right can be set to company resource by authorization. 

 

Figure 1-14 IM Common Master Administrator Authorization Setting Image 

 

 Company Administrator 

 This user is given the administratio right to the authorized company resurce by IM Common Master 

Administrator. 

 Department structure, post, and belonging user of the company can be registered, changed, or deleted. 

 Compnay information cannot be changed or deleted. 

 It is necessary to add the role of company administrator and do the authorization setting. 

 

Figure 1-15 Company Administrator Authorization Setting Image 
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 General User 

 This user is given the reference right to the authorized company resource. 

 Department structure, post, and belonging user of the company for which the user has reference right 

can be referred to. 

 

Figure 1-16 General User Authorization Setting Image 

1.1.4.3 Authorization Control (Access Right) 

In the authorization control for multiple companies support, access right is set to each company, which setting 

information can be utilized for control. 

Concrete example is shown below. 

 When filtering companies on usual search screen, whether making all companies the target for search or 

making only the companies that can be referred to the target for search is controlled by the role of the log-in 

user. 

 

Image of authorization control in IM-Common Master is shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 1-17 Image of Authorization Control 
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1.1.4.4 Control on Each Screen 

There are tow major screens in IM-Common Master screens, and the control is different between Search Screen and 

Maintenance Screen. 

Please refer to [IM-Common Master Search Screen Specifications] for specifications and parameters for each 

search screen. 

1.1.4.4.1 Search Screen 

 User who has reference right to all companies (Actor is IM-Common Master Administrator) 

 Authentication by authorization is not done. All companies specified in the parameter are the target. 

 If company code is not specified in the parameter, all companies will be the target. 

 User who does not have reference right to all companies (Actor is Company Administrator or General User) 

 Authentication by authorization is done.  Only the companies that are specified in the parameter and 

can be referred to are the target. 

 If company code is not specified in the parameter, only the companies that can be referred to are the 

target. 

 For the user search or department search, only the users or departments that belong to the company that 

can be referred to will be the search target. 

1.1.4.4.2 Maintenance Screen 

 User who has reference right to all companies (Actor is IM-Common Master Administrator) 

 Authentication by authorization is not done. All companies are the target for edit. 

 User who does not have reference right to all companies (Actor is Company Administrator) 

 Authentication by authorization is done.  Only the companies that company administrator can edit are 

the target. 

 Other companies do not have editing right or reference right. 

1.1.4.4.3 Import / Export 

Control by authorization is not done in import or export. 

Authorization control for import and export is manually done. 
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1.1.5 Auto Complete 
Auto Complete function of IM-Common Master allows the list of applicable users displayed below the text box by 

inputting just part of user code, user name, or user name in Kana. 

Please refer to API List (Javadoc) for the details of auto complete. 

1.1.5.1 Search Specifications 

Search specifications of auto complete in IM-Common Master are as follows. 

 Users are the target. 

 Search user code, user name, or user name in Kana by forward matching. 

 Valid users are searched by the system date/time based on the time zone of log-in user. 

 User is searched by locale information that log-in user has. 

 You can specify the company (companies) as implicit condition, in which case users who belong to the 

specified company are the target. If no company is specified, it is not displayed in the list. 

1.1.5.2 Authorization Control 

Authorization control is provided for auto complete. Behavior of auto complete varies depending on the existence 

of authorization control and on the existence of implicit condition specification. 

 without Authorization Control 

 without implicit condition specified 

 Authentication by authorization is not done, and all users are candudates for auto-complete. 

 Users who do not belong to company are candidates as well. 

 with implicit condition specified 

 Authentication by authorization is not done, and the users who belong to the company specified in 

the implicit condition are the candidates. 

 Users who do not belong to company will not be the candidates. 

 If all the companies specified are invalid or non existing, candidates are not generated. 

 with Authorization Control 

 without implicit condition specified 

 Authentication by authorization is done.  Users who belong to the company the log-in user can 

refer to are the candidates for auto complete. 

 Users who do not belong to the company will not be candidates. 

 with implicit condition specified 

 Among the companies specified in the implicit condition only the companies that the log-in user 

can refer to are the target. 

 Users who belong to the companies that became the target as above are the candidates for auto 

complete. 

 Users who do not belong to the company will not be the target. 

 If all the companies specified are invalid or non existing, candidates are not generated. 
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1.1.5.3 Implementation Method and the Specification of Implicit Condition 

Implementation sample is shown in the list below. 

List  1-1 Auto Complete 
<script> 

function getCompanys() { 

var criteria = { 

    "company" : [ 

            {"company_cd" : "comp_sample_01"} 

    ] 

}; 

return criteria; 

} 

</script> 

 

<imart type="imuiAutocomplete" 

        process="config" 

        target="jp.co.intra_mart.master.autocomplete.user.AuthzUserAutocompleteProcessor" 

        onAjaxParameterExtend="getCompanys" 

        limit="7" 

        delay="0" 

        minLength="0" /> 

 

Contents that are specified in each element of tag are as follows. 

 process 

config fixed. 

 target 

Changes the class to be specified depending on whether authorization is considered or not. 

 considered ： jp.co.intra_mart.master.autocomplete.user.AuthzUserAutocompleteProcessor 

 not considered ： jp.co.intra_mart.master.autocomplete.user.UserAutocompleteProcessor 

 onAjaxParameterExtend 

Specification of this element is optional.  Statement differs depending on if the element is used. 

 In case element is not used 

 Statement of element is not necessary. 

 Definition of JS method which is necessary when the element is specified will not be required. 

 In case element is used 

 Specify the JS method to obtain implicit condition. Method name can be arbitrary. 

 Define JS method with the metod name specified in the element. 

 Return format is Object.  Detail of it is shown in the table below. 

 If the return format is wrong, candidates for auto complete are not generated. 

 If the length of company array in the return value is 0, search is made assuming there is no implicit 

condition specified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Property Name Type Required? Initial 

Value 

Note 

company Array × -  

Array Index Object × -   

 company_cd String ○ -  

{ 

"company" : [ 

{ "company_cd" : company code } , { "company_cd" : company code } … 

   ] 

} 
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2 Structure 
Detail of IM-Common Master Structure will be described here. Physical definition of each table is not listed here. 

Please refer to [IM-Common Master Database Definition Document], which is separately published if needed. 

2.1 User 
User is personal information handled in intra-mart.  Term setting and internationalization of it is possible, and you 

can have the user belong to company department, public group, private group, or role. 

2.1.1 Profile and Account 
In intra-mart there are 2 types of information for representing user, which are profile and account. Profile is a user 

information handled by business such as belonging to the department or HR information. Account is a user 

information for the system such as log-in or security.  User which is handled by IM-Common Master is profile. 

 

If the user code of profile and the user code of account match, it is considered as the same user. 

2.2 User Class 
Users can be classified and managed from any required viewpoint by using the user class entity.  User Class 

consists of the following 3 tables. 
(1)  User Class 
(2)  User Class Item 
(3)  User Class Belonging 

User Class shows the viewpoint for classification, and User Class Item defines items that can be classified from that 

viewpoint.  User Class Belonging is an information that links the class item and the user, and shows which class 

the user is actually classified to. 

 

On the common search screen which is provided by IM-Common Master, you can implicitly or explicitly filter the 

search by using these classes. 

2.2.1 Data Structure 
ER diagram related to user and user class is shown in [Figure 2-1 User and User Class related ER Diagram]. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 User and User Class related ER Diagram 
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In [Figure 2-1 User and User Class related ER Diagram] each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 User Class 

 It manages types of user class (e.g. contract type, work hour type). 

 If it is invalidated, subordinate class items will also be invalidated. When the class item is invalidated, 

corresponding user class belonging entity will be physically deleted. 

 User Class Item  

 It manages te detail defined for each user class type (regular employee, contractor, etc.) 

 If the belonging user class entity is invalidated, this entity will also be automatically invalidated. 

 User Class Belongoing  

 It shows user is classified to user class item.  Class item is set for each user term. 

 Term matches with the term of user to be classified.  Term code of user class belonging will be the 

same as the term code of target user. 

 Term of the interrelated user and its invalidation status are linked. If the term of the interrelated user is 

invalidated, corresponding user class belonging will also be invalidated.  If the user term is validated, 

user class belonging will also become valid. 

 When user class item is invalidated, records related to this entity will be physically deleted. 

 When the user is physically deleted, records related to this entity will also be physically deleted. 

 User  

 This is an entity of term setting internationalization structure which retains user's personal information. 

 Sex of user is not term set or internationalized. 
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2.3 Company and Department 
Information about Company and its Department can be handled in IM-Common Master.  Following information 

are available for handling. 

 Information about Compnay and Organization itself 

 Information about Department Structure 

 Use of Department Structure Information different for each Business Viewpoint 

 History Management of Department Structure 

 Post for each Company 

 User who belongs to Company or Department 

 Main belonging of User at a particular time 

 Class of department structure handled by each company 

 Management of information accessible for each company 

2.3.1 Data Structure 

2.3.1.1 Company and Department Structure 

ER Diagram related to Company and Department is shown in [Figure 2-2 ER Diagram related to 

Compnay/Department]. 

 

 

Figure 2-2 ER Diagram related to Compnay/Department 

 

In [Figure 2-2 ER Diagram related to Compnay/Department] each entity has the following rules and limitations. 

 Company  

 Company concept is managed. Detail information of company itself is managed by department entity. 

 It is a part of entity of inclusive structure. 

 Company Department Set 

 In case different department structure is needed for each business viewpoint, this allows to define 

multiple department sets for a single company. When the company is created, default department set is 

automatically created. Unless multiple department structures are needed, this default set will simply be 

applied. 

 If the structure different from ordinary department structure needs to be defined from the business 
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viewpoint, you can add department set and define multiple structures for the same company. Each 

department created beneath different department sets will become different departments. Term and 

other information will also be kept uniquely for each. 

 If the company is physically deleted, related department set will also be deleted. 

 This is a part of inclusive structure entity. 

 Department 

 Detail information about company and departments in the company are managed. 

 If the department set or the company the department belongs to is deleted, the department is also 

deleted. 

 Company Department Inclusive 

 Detail information of department structure in the company and department structure history are 

managed. It stores the tree structured information with department set on the top. 

 Post 

 This entity manages post information for each department set which is defined in the company. 

 This is a term setting internationalized base structure. 

 If the defined company department set or company is physically deleted, post is physically deleted too. 

 You can set the rank, which represents the seniority in position. 

 Smaller value represents higher position in ranking. 

 Rank is neither term set nor internationalized. 

2.3.1.2 Company and Department Belonging 

ER Diagram related to the company and department user belongs to is shown in [Figure 2-3 ER Diagram related to 

Company/Department and User Belonging]. 

 

 

Figure 2-3 ER Diagram related to Company/Department and User Belonging 

 

In [Figure 2-3 ER Diagram related to Company/Department and User Belonging], each entity has the following 

roles and limitations. 

 User  

 It manages user.  Please refer to [User]. 

 Company 

 It manages company. Please refer to [2.3.1.1 Company and Department Structure]. 
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 Department 

 It manages detail information of department.  Please refer to [2.3.1.1 Company and Department 

Structure] for detail. 

 Post 

 It manages the post.  Please refer to [2.3.1.1 Company and Department Structure] for detail. 

 Department Belonging 

 It manages the term and deparment the use belongs to. It also manages which department is the main 

belonging. 

 This is an entity of belonging structure. 

 Main belonging cannot be set with overlapping terms in the default set for any company. Overlapping 

of terms is allowed among diffrenet department sets in the same company. 

 If the user is physically deleted, related records of department belonging posts are also deleted. 

 When the post is physically deleted, related records of department belonging posts are also deleted. 

 Department Belonging Post 

 It manages which post user is in for the term user belongs to department. User can have multiple posts. 

 It is a term attribute structure. It refers to department belonging. 

 Term code, start date, end date, and delete flag are linked with department belonging.  If department 

belonging is invlaidated/validated, associated department belonging post will be invalidated/validated 

too. If the term of department belonging is changed, associated start date and end date will be updated. 

 If user is physically deleted, related records of department belonging posts will be deleted too. 

 When the post is physically deleted, related records of department belonging posts will be deleted too. 

2.3.1.3 Company and Department Class 

ER Diagram related to Company and Department Class are shown in [Figure 2-4 ER Diagram related to 

Compnay/Department Class]. 

 

 

Figure 2-4 ER Diagram related to Compnay/Department Class 

 

In [Figure 2-4 ER Diagram related to Compnay/Department Class], each entity has the following roles and 

limitations. 

 Department Class 

 Types of department class are managed for each company. 
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 If it is invalidated, subordinate class items will be invalidated automatically. If the class item is 

invalidated, corresponding user class belonging entity will also be physically deleted. 

 Department Class Item 

 Detail defined for each type of class is managed for each company. 

 If department class entity is invalidated, related records of this entity will be invalidated too. 

 Department Class Belonging 

 It shows department is classified to class item. 

 If the department is term set, it is classified for each of that term. 

 The term matches with the term of department to be classified. Term code of department class 

belonging will be the same as the term code of target department. 

 Term of the related department and its invalidation status are linked. If the term of related department is 

invalidated/validated, corresponding department class belonging will be invalidated/validated too. 

 When department class belonging is invalidated, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When the department is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When department class item is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted 

too. 
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2.4 Company Group 
IM-Common Master relates companies to company group, and manages company information in a bigger group. 

This information allows companies to be managed in layered structure. 

2.4.1 Data Structure 

2.4.1.1 Company Group Structure 

ER Diagram related to Company Group Structure is shown in [Figure 2-5 ER Diagram related to Company Group 

Structure]. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 ER Diagram related to Company Group Structure 

 

In [Figure 2-5 ER Diagram related to Company Group Structure], each entity has roles and limitations as below. 

 Company Group Set 

 It manages the concept of company group. Detail information of company itself is managed by 

department entity. 

 It is a part of inclusive structure. 

 Company Group 

 It is a term setting internationalized base structure. 

 It manages detail information of company group set and company groups in company group set. 

 When company group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Compnay Group Inclusive 

 This is an entity of inclusive structure. 

 It manages information of company group structure in company group set. 

 When public group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Company Group Belonging 

 It manages which company group the comany belongs to. 

 It is an entity of belonging structure. 

 When the company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When the company group is physically deleted, related records of this entity are deleted too. 
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 Company 

 It manages company. Please refer to [2.3.1.1 Company and Department Structure] for detail. 

2.5 Public Group 
In [2.3 Company and Department] information for handling company or department is described. However, there 

are groups that do not fit to this concept (circle, non-profitable group etc.).  In IM-Common Master this type of 

group can be handled as public group.  Following information can be handled. 

 Public Group information itself 

 Group Structure Information 

 Group Structure History Management 

 User who belongs to Group 

 Group Class Information 

 User Role in Group 

2.5.1 Data Structure 

2.5.1.1 Public Group Structure 

ER Diagram related to Public Group Set and Public Group Structure are shown in [Figure 2-6 ER Diagram related 

to Public Group Structure]. 

 

 

Figure 2-6 ER Diagram related to Public Group Structure 

 

In [Figure 2-6 ER Diagram related to Public Group Structure] each entity has the roles and limitations below. 

 Public Group Set 

 It manages group concept of public group.  Detail information of public group set itself is managed by 

the public group entity. 

 It is a part of inclusive structure. 

 Public Group 

 It is term setting internationalized base structure. 

 It manages detail information of public group set and public groups in public group set. 
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 When public group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Public Group Inclusive 

 This is an inclusive structure entity. 

 It manages information of public group structure in public group set. 

 When public group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Role 

 It is an entity to manage role information for each public group set defined in the public group. 

 It is term setting internationalized base structure. 

 If defined public group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 You can set the Rank, which shows the seniority of position for the role. 

 Smaller value shows higher in position. 

 Rank is neither term set nor internationalized. 

2.5.1.2 Public Group Belonging 

ER Diagram related to public group set the user belongs to and the public group is shown in [Figure 2-7 ER 

Diagram related to Public Group and User Belonging]. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 ER Diagram related to Public Group and User Belonging 

 

In [Figure 2-7 ER Diagram related to Public Group and User Belonging] each entity has the following roles and 

limitations. 

 It manages user. Please refer to [2.1 User] for detail. 

 Public Group 

 It manages detail information of public group.  Please refer to [2.5.1.1 Public Group Structure] for 

detail. 

 Role 

 It manages the role. Please refer to [2.5.1.1 Public Group Structure] for detail. 

 Public Group Belonging 

 It manages the term and public group the user belongs to. 

 It is belonging structure entity. 

 When user is physically deleted, related records of this entity are also deleted. 

 When role is physically deleted, related records of this entityare also deleted. 
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 Public Group Belonging Role 

 It manages role the user is in for the term user belongs to public group. User can have multiple roles. 

 It is a term setting attribute structure. It refers to department belonging. 

 Term code, start date, end date, and delete flag are linked with public group belonging.  If public 

group belonging is invalidated/validated, related public group belonging post is invalidated/validated as 

well.  If the term of public group belonging is changed, start date and end date will be also updated. 

 When user is physically deleted, related records of public group belonging posts are deleted too. 

 When role is physically deleted, related records of public group belonging posts are deleted too. 

2.5.1.3 Public Group Class 

ER Diagram related to Public Group Set and Public Group Class is shown in [Figure 2-8 ER Diagram related to 

Public Group Class]. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 ER Diagram related to Public Group Class 

 

In [Figure 2-8 ER Diagram related to Public Group Class], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Public Group Class 

 It manages the types of public group class (for example, public zone). 

 If it is invalidated, subordinate class items will be automatically invalidated. If class item is invalidated, 

related class belonging entities are physically deleted. 

 Public Group Class Item 

 It manages detail (intranet zone, extranet zone, etc.) which is defined for each type of class. 

 If the belonging deppartment class entity is invalidated, this entity will also become invalid status 

automatically. 

 Public Group Class Belonging 

 It shows that public group is classified to class items. 

 If public group is term set, it is classified for each of its term. 

 The term matches with the term of public group to be classified. Term code of public group class 

belonging is the same as term code of public group. 

 Term of related public group and its invalidation status are linked.  If the term of related public group 

is invalidated/validated, corresponding public group class belonging is invalidated/validated too. 
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 When public group class item is invalidated, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When public group is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When public group class item is physically deleted, related records of this entity will also be physically 

deleted. 

 Public Group 

 It manages detail information of public group set and public groups in public group set.  Please refer to 

[2.5.1.1 Public Group Structure] for detail. 
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2.6 Private Group 
Company or Public Group is a group which is determined by the system. When you want to manage a group as a 

private person, you can utilize a private group. 

2.6.1 Data Structure 
ER Diagram related to private group is shown in [Figure 2-9 ER Diagram related to Private Group]. 

 

 

Figure 2-9 ER Diagram related to Private Group 

 

In [Figure 2-9 ER Diagram related to Private Group], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 User  

 It manages user.  Please refer to [2.1 User] for detail. 

 Private Group 

 It manages detail information of private group. 

 It is a non term setting internationalized base structure. 

 There is no delete flag either. 

 Private Group Belonging 

 It manages which private group the user belongs to. 

 It is a belonging structure, but it is not term set. 

 If user is physically deleted, related records of this entity will be physically deleted as well. 

2.6.2 Private Group Information 
Private Group, like company or public group, is information that handles a group. However, private group provides 

just a simple management system, because its most important priority is that a private person can handle it.  

Therefore, private group is different from company or public group on the following points. 

 It does not have a layered structure. 

 No version control is in place. 

 No term setting and no internationalization are available. 

 

User can define multiple private groups.  Even when the group code of multiple private groups is the same, private 

group will be handled separately if the users who defined the private groups are different. 
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2.7 Item 
IM-Common Master allows items related information be handled. Basically it is assumed that extended information 

is added for practical use, and there is hardly any information available in the initial state.  Following information 

can be handled. 

 Information about Item (Base information about name or code) 

 Information to organize and manage items in layered categories 

 Classification information which is attribute information to the items 

 Management of accessible information for each company 

2.7.1 Data Structure 

2.7.1.1 Item / Item Category 

ER Diagram related to Item Category is shown in [Figure 2-10 ER Diagram related to Item Category]. 

 

 

Figure 2-10 ER Diagram related to Item Category 

 

In [Figure 2-10 ER Diagram related to Item Category], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Item Category Set 

 When items are put into categories, they are handled as category groups. This is an entity that 

represents item category groups. 

 This is a part of inclusive structure entity. 

 Item Category Set is defined for each company. 

 If Company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item Category Inclusive 

 It manages layered structure of item category. 

 It is an entity of inclusive structure. 

 If item category set is physically deleted, related records of this entity will be physically deleted too. 

 Ietm Category 
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 It is an entity that represents category to categorize items. 

 It is a term setting internationalized base structure entity. 

 If item category set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item category is defined for each company. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item Category Belonging 

 It manages which category the item belongs to. 

 It is a belonging structure entity. 

 If item is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 If item category is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item 

 It manages item information. 

 It is a term setting internationalized base structure entity. 

 Item is defined for each company. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

2.7.1.2 Item Class Structure 

ER Diagram related to Item Class structure is shown in [Figure 2-11 ER Diagram related to Item Class]. 

 

 

Figure 2-11 ER Diagram related to Item Class 

 

In [Figure 2-11 ER Diagram related to Item Class], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Item Class 

 It manages types of item class. 

 If it is invalidated, subordinate class items are automatically invalidated. If class item is invalidated, 

corresponding item class belonging entity is physically deleted. 

 Item class is defined for each company. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item Class Item 

 It manages items defined for each class type. 
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 If item class entity is invalidated, related records of this entity are automatically invalidated too. 

 When item class is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item class item is defined for each company. 

 Item Class Belonging 

 It shows that items are classified to class items. 

 If item is term set, it is classified to each of its term. 

 The term matches with the term of item to be classified. Term code of item class belonging is the same 

as term code of target item. 

 Term of associated item is linked with invalidation status. If the term of related item is 

invalidated/validated, corrsponding item class belonging will automatically invalidated/validated too. 

 When item class item is invalidated, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When item is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When item class item is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Item class belonging is defined for each company. 

 Item 

 It manages item.  Please refer to [2.7.1.1 Item / Item Category] for detail. 
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2.8 Corporate / Customer 
IM-Common Master manages Customers by relating them to Corporate.  Customer is a base structure information 

you can make it belong to corporate. 

2.8.1 Data Structure 

2.8.1.1 Corporate / Customer 

ER Diagram related to Corporate Structure is shown in [Figure 2-12 ER Diagram related to Corporate]. 

 

 

Figure 2-12 ER Diagram related to Corporate 

 

In [Figure 2-12 ER Diagram related to Corporate], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Corporate 

 It manages particular corporates by company. 

 It is a term setting internationalized base structure entity. 

 Corporate Belonging 

 It manages which corporate the customer belongs to. 

 It is a belonging structure entity. 

 If partner is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 If corporate is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Customer 

 It manages customers by company. 

 It is a term setting internationalized base structure entity. 
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2.8.1.2 Customer Class 

ER Diagram related to Customer Class is shown in [Figure 2-13 ER Diagram related to Customer Class]. 

 

 

Figure 2-13 ER Diagram related to Customer Class 

 

In [Figure 2-13 ER Diagram related to Customer Class], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Customer Class 

 It manages types of customer class. 

 If it is invalidated, subordinate class items are automatically invalidated. If class item is invalidated, 

corresponding customer class belonging entity is physically deleted. 

 Customer Class Item 

 It manages items defined for each type of class. 

 If customer class entity is invalidated, related records of this entity are automatically invalidated too. 

 When customer class is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 Customer Class Belonging 

 It shows that customers are classified to class items. 

 If customer is term set, it is classified to its terms. 

 The term matches with the term of customer to be classified. Term code of customer class belonging is 

the same as the term code of target customer. 

 Term of the associated customer and its invalidation status are linked. If the related customer term is 

invalidated/validated, corresponding customer class belonging will also be invalidated/validated. 

 When customer class item is invalidated, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When customer is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When customer class item is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Customer  

 It manages cutsomer.  Please refer to [2.8.1.1Corporate / Customer] for detail. 
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2.8.1.3 Corporate Class 

ER Diagram related to Corporate Class is shown in [Figure 2-14 ER Diagram related to Corporate Class]. 

 

Figure 2-14 ER Diagram related to Corporate Class 

 

In [Figure 2-14 ER Diagram related to Corporate Class], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Corporate Class 

 It manages types of corporate class. 

 If it is invalidated, subordinate class items are automatically invalidated. If class item is invalidated, 

corresponding corporate class belonging entity is physically deleted. 

 Corporate Class Item 

 It manages items defined for each type of class. 

 If corporate class entity is invalidated, related records of this entity are automatically invalidated. 

 When corporate class is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Corporate Class Belonging 

 It shows corporates are classified to class items. 

 If corporate is term set, it is classified for each of its term. 

 The term matches with the term of corporate. Term code of corporate class belonging is the same as 

term code of target corporate. 

 Term of associated corporate and its invalidation status are linked.  If the term of related corporate is 

invalidated/validated, corresponding corporate class belonging is invalidated/validated. 

 When corporate class item is invalidated, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When corporate is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 When corporate class item is physically deleted, related records of this entity are deleted too. 

 Corporate 

 It manages corporate.  Please refer to [2.8.1.1Corporate / Customer] for detail. 
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2.9 Corporate Group 
In IM-Common Master corporates are managed by associating them to corporate group.  It is the information to 

manage corporates in layered structure for each company. 

2.9.1 Data Structure 

2.9.1.1 Corporate Group 

ER Diagram related to corporate group structure is shwon in [Figure 2-15 ER Diagram related to Corporate Group 

Structure]. 

 

 

Figure 2-15 ER Diagram related to Corporate Group Structure 

 

In [Figure 2-15 ER Diagram related to Corporate Group Structure], each entity has the following roles and 

limitations. 

 Corporate Group Set 

 It manages the concept of corporate group. Detail information of corporate itself is managed by 

corporate entity. 

 It is a part of inclusive structure. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted. 

 Corporate Group 

 It is a term setting internationalized base structure. 

 It manages detail information about corporate group set and corporate groups in corporate group set. 

 When corporate group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Corporate Group Inclusive 

 It is an inclusive structure entity. 

 It manages information of corporate group structure in corporate group set. 

 When corporate group set is physically deleted, related records of this entity are also physically deleted.  
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 Corporate Group Belonging 

 It manages which corporate group the corporate belongs to. 

 It is a belonging structre entity. 

 When corporate is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When corporate group is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Corporate 

 It manages corporate.  Pleas refer to [2.8.1.1Corporate / Customer] for detail. 
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2.10 Currency 
In IM-Common Master currencies used in several countries can be managed.  Information for converting one 

currency to another is also included. 

2.10.1 Data Structure 

2.10.1.1 Currency 

ER Diagram related to currency is shown in [Figure 2-16 ER Diagram related to Currency]. 

 

 

Figure 2-16 ER Diagram related to Currency 

 

In [Figure 2-16 ER Diagram related to Currency], each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Currency 

 It manages types of currency. 

 If invalidated, subordinate currency precision and currency rate will also be automatically invalidated. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Currency Conversion Code 

 It manages currency rate belonging. 

 If currency conversion code entity is invalidated, related records of this entity will be automatically 

invalidated too. 

 If currency is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 Currency Rate 

 Conversion rate between 2 currencies is managed. 

 When currency is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When currency conversion code is physically deleted, related records of this entity will also be 

physically deleted. 

 If company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 
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 Currency Precision 

 It manages significant digits of currency. 

 If currency conversion code entity is invalidated, related records of this entity will be automatically 

invalidated too. 

 When currency is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 

 When company is physically deleted, related records of this entity are physically deleted too. 
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2.11 Others 
Tables that are provided by IM-Common Master and are not covered up to this section are described here. 

ER Diagram of other tables in IM-Common Master is shown in [Figure 2-17 ER Diagram of Other Tables]. 

 

 

Figure 2-17 ER Diagram of Other Tables 

 

In [Figure 2-17 ER Diagram of Other Tables] each entity has the following roles and limitations. 

 Unit 

 It is a management table that retains the unit used by the system. 

 Term Start Management 

 It is a management table that retains the system start date. 
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3 API 

3.1 Consistency between IM-Common Master and Application Data 
If you register, update, or delete data on IM-Common Master, it is necessary to maintain data consistency. 

Moreover, although IM-Common Master has been designed for general purpose, there are timeswhen unique 

extensions are needed. 

 

In this situation if data is registered, updated or deleted directly on the database or if the table structure is changed, 

aaplication that share the same information could be unexpectedly affected or several defects might be caused. 

 

We, intra-mart provides IM-Common Master APIs to resolve these problems. 

 

There are following advantages in the use of APIs. 

 There is no need to worry about consistency between IM-Common Masters. 

 When the table is to be extended, you can handle uniquely extended information, which synchronizes with 

the table you are tomake extension of. 

 

Each application or template is not allowed to directly register, update, or delete the data of the tables that are used 

by IM-Common Master.  When you change the data of the tables used in IM-Common Master, it is required that 

you always do it by this API. 

3.1.1 Securing Consistency between IM-Common Masters 
IM-Common Master is made up of multiple tables on the database, but you do not need to worry about the data 

consistency as long as use APIs. For example, when you register, update, or delete the department, it is necessary to 

access multiple tables such as department table and department inclusive table. By using the API, all these tables 

are updated by one call. When you need to handle the terms that are retained in the department table or department 

inclusive table, multiple records in these tables need to be updated to mainatin consistency of the terms. This 

consistency can also be secured by using the APIs. 

3.1.2 Implementation of Table Extension 
When you want to extend information of the table, you should set the [Listener] which is called for each time API 

does the register/update/delete operation. Thus, you can process extended information while synchronizing with 

IM-Common Master change contents. 

 

This scheme would allow data consistency among all the products installed when any changes to Im-Common 

Master are made using the master maintenance screen of intra-mart. In case data on IM-Common Master is 

registered or edited by the application, data consistency can be maintained in a similar way by using the APIs. 
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3.2 Manager 
When the data on IM-Common Master is changed or obtained, a group of APIs called "Manager" are used. 

Different manager will be used depending on which data on IM-Common Master is handled.  [Table 3-1 List of 

Managers] shows the list of them. Please refer to API List (javadoc) for details of APIs. 

 

Table 3-1 List of Managers 

Manager Information to 
be handled Script Development Model API J2EE Development Model API 

User IMMUserManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.user. 

UserManager 

Company 

Group 
IMMCompanyGroupManager 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.company_group. 

CompanyGroupManager 

Company 

Department 
IMMCompanyManager 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.company. 

CompanyManager 

Public Group IMMPublicGroupManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.public_group. 

PublicGroupManager 

Private Group IMMPrivateGroupManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.private_group. 

PrivateGroupManager 

Item IMMItemManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.item. 

ItemManager 

Item Category IMMItemCategoryManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.item_category. 

ItemCategoryManager 

Customer IMMCustomerManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.customer. 

CustomerManager 

Corporate IMMCorporationManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.corporation. 

CorporationManager 

Corporate 

Group 
IMMCorporationGroupManager

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.corporation_group. 

CorporationGroupManager 

Currency IMMCurrencyManager 
jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.currency. 

CurrencyManager 

 

Entities used by each manager and the tables used by the entities are shown in [Table  3-2 List of Entities and 

Tables used by Managers]. 
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Table  3-2 List of Entities and Tables used by Managers 

Manager Entity Table 
User imm_user 
User Class imm_user_ctg 
User Class Item imm_user_ctg_itm 

UserManager 

User Class Belonging imm_user_ctg_ath 
Company Group imm_company_grp 
Company Group Set imm_company_grp_set 
Company Group Inclusive imm_company_grp_inc_ath 

CompanyGroupManager 

Company Group Belonging imm_company_grp_ath 
Company imm_company 
Department imm_department 
Company Department Set imm_department_set 
Company Department Incluusive imm_department_inc_ath 
Company Post imm_company_post 
Department Belonging Post imm_department_post_ath 
Department Belonging imm_department_ath 
Department Class imm_department_ctg 
Department Class Item imm_department_ctg_itm 

CompanyManager 

Department Class Belonging imm_department_ctg_ath 
Public Group Set imm_public_grp_set 
Public Group imm_public_grp 
Public Group Inclusive imm_public_grp_inc_ath 
Public Group Belonging imm_public_grp_ath 
Role imm_public_grp_role 
Public Group Belonging Role imm_public_grp_role_ath 
Public Role Class imm_public_grp_ctg 
Public Group Class Item imm_public_grp_ctg_itm 

PublicGroupManager 

Public Group Class Belonging imm_public_grp_ctg_ath 
Private Group imm_private_grp PrivateGroupManager 
Private Group Belonging imm_private_grp_ath 

ItemManager Item imm_item 
Item Category imm_item_category 
Item Category Set imm_item_category_set 
Item Category Inclusive imm_item_category_inc_ath 

ItemCategoryManager 

Item Category Inclusive imm_item_category_ath 
CustomerManager Customer imm_customer 

Corporate imm_corporation CorporationManager 
Corporate Belonging imm_corporation_ath 
Corporate Group Set imm_corporation_grp_set 
Corporate Group imm_corporation_grp 
Corporate Group Inclusive imm_corporation_grp_inc_ath 

CorporationGroupManager 

Corporate Group Belonging imm_corporation_grp_ath 
Currency imm_currency 
Currency Precision imm_currency_precision 
Currency Conversion Code imm_currency_conversion 

CurrencyManager 

Currency Rate imm_currency_rate 
Term Start Management imm_start_date AppCommonManager 
Term End Management ― 

3.2.1 Obtaining Managers 
While IM-Common Master provides a variety of managers, ways to get the managers are similar. How to get 

managers for J2EE Development Model and Script Development Model are explained below. 

3.2.1.1 J2EE Development Model Case 

Manager can generate intance by using constructor. Instance can be created by specifying locale and base date used 

for search as default to the argument. 

[List 3-1 Example of getting CompanyManager(JavaEE Development Model)] shows an example of obtaining 

company related manager (CompanyManager). 
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List 3-1 Example of getting CompanyManager(JavaEE Development Model) 
/* Obtaining Manager */ 

CompanyManager manager = new CompanyManager(); 

3.2.1.2 Script Development Model Case 

In Script Development Model managers are defined as the defined objects. When managers are obtained, instance 

can be obtained by calling the constructor of each object. 

These constructors can create instance by specifying locale or base date used as default for search to the argument. 

 

[List 3-2 Example of getting CompanyManager (Script Development Model)] shows an example of obtaining 

company related manager (CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-2 Example of getting CompanyManager (Script Development Model) 
        ・・・ 

    var manager = new IMMCompanyManager(); // Obtaining Manager 

        ・・・ 

3.2.2 Use of Manager 
Data registration or deletion to IM-Common Master can be made by calling each method of managers. These 

methods should be called when the transaction is enabled. How to use managers for JavaEE Development Model 

and Script Development Model are explained below. 

3.2.2.1 Java EE Development Model Case 

It is assumed that the method of manager in Java EE Development Model (except for get~ ) is executed within user 

transaction. [List 3-3 Use Example of CompanyManager (Java EE Development Model)] shows an example of 

newly registering company information to the company related manager (CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-3 Use Example of CompanyManager (Java EE Development Model) 
/* Obtaining Manager */ 

CompanyManager manager = new CompanyManager(); 

 

/* Creation of Company Department Information */ 

Department department = new Department(); 

department.setDepartmentCd("dept_1"); 

department.setDepartmentSetCd("dept_set_1"); 

department.setCompanyCd("comp_1"); 

 

・・・ omitted ・・・ 

 

/* Register by suing Manager */   

manager.setDepartment(department); 
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3.2.2.2 Script Development Model Case 

It is assumed that the method of manager in Script Development Model (except for get~ ) is executed within user 

transaction.  [List 3-4 Use Example of CompanyManager (Script Development Model)] shows an example of 

newly registering company information using company related manager (CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-4 Use Example of CompanyManager (Script Development Model) 
       ・・・ 

   // Starting Transaction 

   if (Transaction.beginTransaction().isSuceess()) { 

           ・・・ 

       var manager = new IMMCompanyManager(); // Obtaining Manager 

       var department = new Object(); 

       department.termCd = null; 

           ・・・ 

       // Creation of Department Information 

           ・・・ 

       manager.setDepartment(department); // Register by using Manager 

        

       // Ending Transaction 

       if (!Transaction.commit().isSuccess()) { 

           // Process when Commit fails 

       } 

   } 

       ・・・     

3.2.3 Search by Manager 
Some managers have the method to obtain data (Please see API List for detail). This method is classified into the 

foloowing 2 major categories. 

 Method to obtain the List 

Data that matches the search condition is obtained as an array. Information that matches with the default 

language (or specified language) of login user for the term including the base date is set to the obtained 

data. 

 Method to obtain Detail 

Only 1 data that matches with the search condition is obtained. In case of the entity for which term is set, all 

the internationalization information for the term including the base date are set to the obtained data. 

 

In the next section, examples of searching and obtaining department infromation by using company department 

related manager (CompnayManager)  are shown for JavaEE Development Model and Script Development Model 

respectively. 
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3.2.3.1 Java EE Development Model Case 

3.2.3.1.1 In case Detail Information is obtained 

When Detail Obtain Method of Manager in Java EE Development Model is used, result is returned as DTO (Data 

Transfer Object). [List 3-5 Example of Detail Seach by CompanyManager (Java EE Development Model)] shows 

an example of obtaining detail information about department by using the company related manager 

(CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-5 Example of Detail Seach by CompanyManager (Java EE Development Model) 
 

/* Obtainin Manager */ 

CompanyManager manager = new CompanyManager(); 

 

/* Creation of Key */ 

DepartmentBizKey bizkey = new DepartmentBizKey(); 

bizkey.setCompanyCd("comp_1"); 

bizkey.setDepartmentCd("dept_1"); 

bizkey.setDepartmentSetCd("dept_set_1"); 

 

/* Obtain Detail Information by using Manager */ 

Department department = manager.getDepartment(bizkey, new Date()); 

        ・・・ 

3.2.3.1.2 In case List Information is obtained 

When List Obtain Method of Manager in Java EE Development Model is used, result is returned as an array of 

DTO.  [List 3-6 Example of List Search by CompanyManager (Java EE Development Model)] shows an example 

of obtaining list of users who belong to the department by using company related manager (CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-6 Example of List Search by CompanyManager (Java EE Development Model) 
/* Obtaining Manager */ 

CompanyManager manager = new CompanyManager(); 

 

/* Creation of Search Condition */ 

AppCmnSearchCondition condition = new AppCmnSearchCondition(); 

condition.setLogicalOperetor(LogicalOperator.OR); 

condition.setSortDirection(SortDirection.ASC); 

condition.addCondition("department_cd", "dept_1", Operator.EQ); 

 

/* Search by using Manager */ 

DepartmentListNode[] node = manager.listDepartment(condition, new Date(), Locale.JAPAN); 

        ・・・ 
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3.2.3.2 Script Development Model Case 

3.2.3.2.1 In case Detail Information is obtained 

When Detail Obtain Method of Manager in Script Development Model is used, result is stored into the process 

result object and returned. [List 3-7 Example of Detail Search by CompanyManager (Script Development Model] 

shows an example of obtaining detail information of department by using company related manager 

(CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-7 Example of Detail Search by CompanyManager (Script Development Model) 
       ・・・ 

    /* Obtaining Manager */ 

    var companyManager = new IMMCompanyManager(); 

 

    /* Creation of Business Key Object */ 

    var key = new Object(); 

    key.departmentCd = "dept_1"; 

    key.departmentSetCd =  "dept_set_1"; 

    key.companyCd = "comp_1"; 

 

    var res = companyManager.getDepartment(key, new Date(), false); 

        ・・・ 

3.2.3.2.2 In case List Information is obtained 

When List Obtain Method of Manager in Script Development Model is used, result is stored into the process result 

object as an array and returned. [List 3-8 Example of List Search by CompanyManager (Script Development 

Model)] shows an example of obtaing the list of users who belong to the department by using company related 

manager (CompanyManager). 

 

List 3-8 Example of List Search by CompanyManager (Script Development Model) 
       ・・・ 

   /* Creation of Search Condition */ 

   var condition =  new AppCmnSearchCondition(); 

   condition.setLogicalOperetor(AppCmnSearchCondition.OR); 

   condition.addLike("name","サンプル会社",AppCmnSearchCondition.PARTIAL); 

   condition.addOrder("sort_key"); 

 

   var result; 

 

   /* Obtaining Manager */ 

   var manager = new IMMCompanyManager(); 

 

   /* Search Process of Company Department */ 

   result = manager.listDepartment(condition, new Date(), "ja", 0, 20,true); 

 

   if (!result.error) { 

        // Result is correctly obtained 

        for ( i = 0; i < result.data.length; i++) { 

                 result.data[i].code = result.data[i].departmentCd; 

                  ・・・ 

        } 

   }else{ 

        // Error Process 

        ・・・ 

   } 

        ・・・ 
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3.3 Method Naming Conventions 
In this section naming conventions for the methood of manager are briefly described. Many methods are listed in 

the API LIst, and they generally follow the naming conventions described here. 

Since the naming pattern determines the function, you can find out the outline of the function by understanding the 

naming conventions. 

3.3.1 About Denotation 
Description will be given for each entity as below, and there are some special denotations. [Table 3-3 About 

Special Denotations] explains these denotations. 

 

Table 3-3 About Special Denotations 

Symbol Meaning 

* It means a wild card. list* denotes not only the 

list but also the entire name groups that include 

listDepartment or listCompany. 

<A> It represents some entity name. When 

<A>,<B>,<C> appears at the same time, each 

represents a different entity. 

3.3.2 About Constructor 
Every constructor of manager class of IM-Common Master receives similar argument. Each constructor argument 

received by IM-Common Master manager class will be described below. 

 Update User Code 

When Update type process such as registration and update is performed by using the manager, user code 

which is specified here is used. It is set to the column of update user or registration user that exist in all 

tables. 

 Default Locale 

It gives effect on the Refer type process such as search and get. Default locale which is the result obtained 

from manager will be the locale specified here. 

Since update is made to all the necessary locales in the Update type process, this value does not affect the 

operation. 
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3.3.3 Basic Structure and Belonging Structure 

3.3.3.1 Search Type 

3.3.3.1.1 list* 

It does the search and gets the list of applicable results. Results will have the type inherited from ListNode. It 

performs similar to search* which is decribed later, but list returns entity that does not have Locale information as a 

result.  

There are following naming patterns. 

 list<A> 

Search entity A. 

 list<A>with<B> 

For the related entities A and B, search entity A with B as a condition. 

 list<A>with<B>On<C> 

For the related entities A, B, and C, search entity A  that are related to entity B and entity C. 

3.3.3.1.2 search* 

It does the search and get the list of applicable results. Results will have the type inherited from ListNode. It 

performs similar to list*, but the result for search does not include entities that do not have the specified Locale 

information. 

There are following naming patterns. 

 search<A> 

Search entity A. 

 search<A>with<B> 

For the related entities A and B, search entity A with B as a condition. 

 search<A>with<B>On<C> 

For the related entities A, B, and C, search entity A  that are related to entity B and entity C. 

3.3.3.1.3 total* 

It returns the number of items that match with the specified condition. Like "list", it returns the number of items 

that have the target busines key irrespective of Locale. 

 total<A> 

Search entity A, and returns the number of items. 

 total<A>with<B> 

For the related entities A and B, search entity A with entity B as a condition, and returns the number of 

items. 

 total<A>with<B>On<C> 

For the related entities A, B, and C, search entity A that are related to entity B and entity C, and returns the 

number of items. 
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3.3.3.1.4 count* 

It returns the number of items that match with the specified condition.  Like "search" it returns the number of 

entities that have Locale information. 

 count<A> 

Search entity A, and returns the number of items. 

 count<A>with<B> 

For the related entities A and B, search entity A with entity B as a condition, and returns the number of 

items. 

 count<A>with<B>On<C> 

For the related entities A, B, and C, search entity A that are related to entity B and entity C, and returns the 

number of items. 

3.3.3.2 Obtaining Detail 

3.3.3.2.1 get 

 get<A> 

For entity A, it gets data for all locales on the specified base date as a single object, and returns it. 

3.3.3.3 Update Type 

3.3.3.3.1 set* 

It updates the database with information passed as argument. It compares the key, and does the update process if 

the key already exists in the table. It does the registration process otherwise. 

3.3.3.3.2 remove* 

It deletes the entity from the database with the business key information passed as argument. This method 

physically deletes information with the specified business key for all terms. If you want to logically delete the items, 

please use set* and update the delete flag. 

3.3.4 Inclusive Structure 

3.3.4.1 Search 

3.3.4.1.1 listTreeRoot 

It searches the root (top layer) of inclusive structure with the specified condition, and returns the list. It is similar to 

the base structure "list" in that it returns results even when the specified language information does not exist. 

3.3.4.1.2 searchTreeRoot 

It searches the root (top layer) of inclusive structure with the specified condition, and returns the list. It is similar to 

the base structure "search" in that the results do not inlcude items that do not have specified language information. 

3.3.4.1.3 totalTreeRoot 

It searches the root (top layer) of inclusive structure with the specified condition, and returns the number of 

applicable items.  It is similar to the base structure "total" in that it makes the count even when the specified 

language information does not exist. 
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3.3.4.1.4 countTreeRoot 

It searches the root (top layer) of inclusive structure with the specified condition, and returns the number of 

applicable items.  It is similar to the base structure "count" in that it does not make the count when the specified 

language information does not exist. 

3.3.4.1.5 List<A>with<B>UpTree 

List of items that belong to applicable nodes are returned from entity A with a particular node in entity B and its 

upper node as a condition. It is similar to the base structure "list" in that it returns results even when the specified 

language information does not exist. 

3.3.4.1.6 Search<A>with<B>UpTree 

List of items that belong to applicable nodes are returned from entity A with a particular node in entity B and its 

upper node as a condition. It is similar to the base structure "search" in that the results do not inlcude items that do 

not have specified language information. 

3.3.4.1.7 Total<A>with<B>UpTree 

Number of items that belong to applicable nodes are returned from entity A with a particular node in entity B and 

its upper node as a condition. It is similar to the base structure "total" in that it makes the count even when the 

specified language information does not exist. 

3.3.4.1.8 Count<A>with<B>UpTree 

Number of items that belong to applicable nodes are returned from entity A with a particular node in entity B and 

its upper node as a condition. It is similar to the base structure "count" in that it does not make the count when the 

specified language information does not exist. 

3.3.4.2 Obtaining 

3.3.4.2.1 getAbsoluteBranch, getBranch 

In the inclusive structure, it gets the subordinate partial tree from the specified node. getAbsoluteBranch will get 

the node that exists and returns it irrespective of the language information availability. getBranch will not return the 

node that does not have the specified language. 

3.3.4.2.2 getAbsoluteUpBranch, getUpBranch 

In the inclusive structure, it gets the upper partial tree from the specified node. getAbsoluteUpBranch will get the 

node that exists and returns it irrespective of the language information availability. getUpBranch will not return the 

node that does not have the specified language. 

3.3.4.2.3 getAbsoluteParent, getParent 

In the inclusive structure, it returns the list of parent nodes of a particular node.  getAbsoluteParent will get and 

return the node information irrespective of the language information availability.  getParent will not return the 

node that does not have the specified language. 

3.3.4.2.4 getAbsoluteIsolation, getIsolation 

In the inclusive structure, it gets the node that does not belong to the structure on the specified base date.  

getAbsoluteIsolation will get and return the node information irrespective of the language information availability.  

getIsolation will not return the node that does not have the specified language. 
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3.3.4.2.5 getAbsoluteChildren, getChildren 

In the inclusive structure, it returns the list of subordinate children nodes of a particular node.  

getAbsoluteChildren will get and return the node information irrespective of the language information availability.  

getChildren will not return the node that does not have the specified language. 

3.3.4.2.6 getFullPathListNode 

Node description name (description property) is replaced with the path format name of inclusive structure. 

3.3.4.3 Update 

3.3.4.3.1 set<A>Inclusion 

Inclusive information is updated/added by specifying entity A of the including side, entity A' of the included side, 

and the term code for the term of inclusion. 

3.3.5 Term Handle 

3.3.5.1 Obtain 

3.3.5.1.1 get<A>Term 

For entity A, get term information (single) from  the specified business key and the base date. 

3.3.5.1.2 get<A>TermList 

For entity A, get a list of terms that are defined in the specified business key. 

3.3.5.2 Update 

3.3.5.2.1 mergeBackwardTerm<A> 

It merges a particular term and the immediately following term by specifying the business key and term code. The 

immediately following term is merged and deleted. 

3.3.5.2.2 mergeForwardTerm<A> 

It merges a particular term and the immediately preceding term by specifying the business key and term code. The 

immediately preceding term is merged and deleted. 

3.3.5.2.3 moveTerm* 

It changes the term by specifying the start date and end date for the particular term code. Adjacent terms will be 

automatically made longer or shorter. If the term is extended or moved beyond the adjacent term, adjacent term is 

just made longer or shorter and is not replaced. The term in the overlapped adjacent term will be automatically 

deleted. 

3.3.5.2.4 separateTerm* 

A particular term is split at the particular date. Each of the two terms has the same contents right after the split 

except for the start date and end date. A new term code is assigned to the latter term after the split. 
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3.4 Listener 
Manager performs several update processes (including registration and deletion). You can add unique processes to 

the original process of the manager.  They are called a listener. 

Listener can be added as Plugin for the update process of the manager. 

3.4.1 Listener Types 
Listener can be added to managers other than AppCommonManager that are provided by IM-Common Master. 

Timing listener is called is different for each manager, and there are the following major categories. 

 

 When the basic information is added, updated, or deleted 

 When the term is split or updated 

 When the inclusive structure set is created, or when the inclusive relationship is added, deleted, or updated 

 When the department is added, updated, or removed 

 

Necessary timing processes need to be implemented for the need of each. 

Please refer to [IM-Common Master Extended Programming Guide] for the concrete implementation method of 

listener and the specifications detail. 

3.4.2 Listener Actions 
Summary of listener actions are shown below. 

 

<<create>>

更新（data）

アプリケーション

data
:更新データ

マネージャ

更新処理

トランザクション開始

トランザクション終了

設定

リスナ

リスナ情報取得

リスナ情報

<<create>>

更新(data)

リスナの処理

 

Figure 3-1 Summary of Listener Actions 
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① Application creates object for update (including registration and deletion). 
② Application starts the transaction. 
③ Application requests update process to the manager. 
④ Manager performs its original update process. 
⑤ Manager obtains listener information based on the setting (Plugin.xml). 
⑥ Manager passes the objects for updates to the obtained listeners in the sequence they are obtained. 
⑦ Listener refers to the object for update, and performs its unique process. 
⑧ Afte the processes of manager and all listeners are successfully completed, application commits the 

transaction.  If any exception is returned, application needs to roll back the transaction. 

3.5 Supplementary Items 
 When the data with short name (company group, department, public group, corporate, customer, item 

category, item, corporate group, currency precision, currency conversion code) are registered or updated, 

API will automatically copy the name if short name is null. 
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